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Election Year

Under your Constitution, the Officers and one-third of the Board of Governors of your Alumni Association will go out of office on April 30, 1952. For the past four months, a Nominating Committee named by your President has been studying the problem of providing a slate of new Officers and Governors to propose to the membership in early April. The Committee has not as yet made its report but it will be forthcoming very soon and information concerning the proposed new slate will reach you at the earliest practical date.

Many things had to be considered by the Committee, among them the demonstrated interest in Georgetown on the part of the men proposed, the availability of these men for the quarterly meetings of the Board, a proper regard for the representation of all Departments and all age groups, and naturally, a serious consideration of the good of all of the membership.

In every organization the charge is frequently made that things are run by a small clique. In the Georgetown University Alumni Association the charge is definitely untrue. No member willing to work (and election guarantees a chance to work) is ever passed by. Your best guarantee of the growth of the Association and responsibility on the part of your Officers and Directors is the mailing of your ballot, either for or against the Committee’s slate. Remember that when the Ballot arrives.

The Dedication of McDonough Gymnasium

The three thousand Georgetown men who attended all or part of the Dedication Week-end ceremonies at Georgetown, witnessed something which they will not readily forget. From the opening basketball game on December 7th, through the Solemn High Mass of Dedication, the President’s Reception, the Formal Dedication Ball to the closing Symphony concert on December 9, the returning Alumni saw the various uses to which the building may be put, and what they saw pleased them very much indeed.

Although we lost the opening basket-ball game to Fordham, the realization that at last we had a court of our own took the sting out of the defeat. More than four thousand Alumni and students saw the game and were amazed at the size and the beauty of the building. One Alumnus who had flown in from Tulsa, Oklahoma, for the Dedication, took his first look at the magnificent arena and said to your Editor, “The trip was worth it.”

Twelve hundred people attended the Solemn High Dedication Mass on December 8th. The Mass was celebrated by the Most Reverend John M. McNamara, Auxiliary Bishop of Washington. As it was the first time the public had seen the new church, the people of Georgetown, including students and Faculty, filled the Gymnasium to its utmost capacity. The building was crowded with Alumni who had attended the Mass the day before and saw the Dedication Mass celebrated for the Alumni and their guests. The Mass was the work of Father Joseph F. Cohalan, S.J., Chairman of the Dedication Committee, and the volunteer student Committee which worked each night at the hard manual job of preparing the Gymnasium for the next day’s ceremonies.

The final test, witnessed by eighteen hundred, was the Sunday afternoon concert by the National Symphony Orchestra. The acoustical qualities of the Gymnasium had a splendid test and were pronounced perfect.

The thanks of the entire Georgetown family are due to Father Joseph F. Cohalan, S.J., Chairman, to his Dedication Committee, and to the volunteer student Committee which worked each night at the hard manual job of preparing the Gymnasium for the next day’s ceremonies. Thanks are also due to the members of the Fund Committee, now headed by Thomas C. MeC, ’17 of Rhode Island, who are still working with enthusiasm and determination to finish the task which the Association assumed four years ago, to raise $961,000 for a campus gym for Georgetown. They still have $250,000 to go. Your interest will make their job a lot less difficult one.

The Alumni Lounge

On February 11, the furniture for the Alumni Lounge in McDonough Memorial Gymnasium was installed. The Lounge is, perhaps, the most impressive portion of the building aside from the great central arena, and is of paramount interest to the members of this Association as it is for our exclusive use.

The Lounge is beautifully paneled in oak with a beamed ceiling. It is floored with oak parquet. The room is dominated at the west end by a large fire-place, faced with brick which was purchased from the White House at the time of its remodeling. The brick shows plainly the scars of the fire which was set by the British invaders during the War of 1812. The fireplace is the gift of the President of Georgetown to the Alumni Association as a mark of his gratitude for the effort which the Association has made to provide the Gymnasium for the University. A brass plaque set into the floor in front of the fireplace tells its history. Over the mantle a magnificent seal of the University, finished in gold leaf, has been set into the paneling.

Adjoining the Alumni Lounge is a service pantry, which will eventually contain a refrigerator, grill and warming ovens, so that Alumni returning to the campus may have a meeting place with every convenience. Beyond the pantry, and directly connected with the Lounge is a similar room, also paneled in oak, called the “All Purpose Room” which may on occasion be used in conjunction with the Lounge to take care of larger crowds.
Dear Dr. Ruby;

I have read my article on the Georgetown seal in No.4, vol.4 of the Alumni Magazine, and I am greatly dissatisfied.

The official seal now being used is the one adopted in 1894, which I have described on page 3, and the University, as such, has no official seal.

The picture which you have published on page 4, without informing me, confuses the matter and gives the impression that my article is incomplete.

I trust that you will make this correction in your next issue, although such corrections never catch up with the error.

 Truly yours

W. C. Parent

The Georgetown Seal

shows a round seal, 1½" in diameter, original oval; the scroll containing the number is omitted; the sixteen stars re-legend around the edge changed to

PRESIDENT & DIRECTORS OF GEORGETOWN

94, the minutes of a meeting of the corporation read as follows:

as vote the board adopted a new copy of the old one.

is 17/8" in diameter. The scroll is restored; the stars are changed from in number; and the legend around is "PRESIDENT AND DIRECTORS IN COLLEGE, D. C." The words, Both One, are interpreted as referring to the and cross in the talons of the eagle, to signify "Science" and "Religion." using the word "seal" in this article, frequently called to its resemblance to United States. Actually, the Great Seal Arms of the United States are the reverse, respectively, of the official United June 20, 1782. Up to 1928, at least, is not used officially by the United Arms was used to seal official documents. Those interested will find full details in "The Coat-of-Arms, Crest and Great Seal of the U.S.A.", by Leonard Wilson, San Diego, 1928. On August 19, 1935, the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, Washington, D. C., began printing one dollar silver certificates, on the back of which engravings show the two sides of the great seal of the United States.
The Georgetown Seal

By

REV. WILLIAM C. REPETTI, S.J.

University Archivist

The seal of Georgetown appears on the front gates, on the doors of the main entrance of the Healy Building, on the grill doors of the Healy corridor, on the Constitution Room, in the White-Gravenor Building, on programs, on stationery, and many other places, but not always in precisely the same form with full details, and hence it may be of interest to examine into its origin and development.

The Georgetown Archives possesses a copper plate, 3½" long and 2 5/8" wide, and on it is engraved an oval seal, 1 7/8" long and 1 7/16" wide. A spray of myrtle is engraved on each side of the oval. The most prominent feature of the seal is an erect eagle, with wings spread and extended upwards; in one talon it holds a terrestrial globe and in the other a cross. In its beak it holds a scroll bearing the legend "Utraque Unum", and above the legend is a lyre surrounded by an aureole.

Stars have been adopted as symbols of the states of the Union, thirteen indicating the original states, and as each new state was admitted to the Union a new star was added to the flag. On the engraved copper seal in our Archives there are sixteen stars, and therefore we feel safe in assuming that there were sixteen states in the Union when the seal was adopted. That fixes the date of the seal between the admission of Tennessee in 1796 and the admission of Ohio in 1803.

One may see a difficulty in the inscription of Georgetown in Maryland from the fact that land for the Federal City was ceded by Maryland and Virginia in 1790 and 1791, but the government offices were not moved to Washington until 1800 and the city was incorporated in 1801, and it took time for the inhabitants of Georgetown to become accustomed to the fact that they were no longer located in Montgomery County, Maryland, but in the District of Columbia. It may also be that the designers of the seal wished to commemorate the establishment of Georgetown College of Maryland.

We find this seal in use as late as 1854 on the Merit, or Testimonial, cards given to the students for excellence in their work. It also appears, printed in green, on envelopes used in 1860, but the legend around the edge is changed to "Georgetown College, Georgetown, D. C."

While this old seal was still in what might be called popular use, an official change had taken place. On June 10, 1844, President Tyler signed an Act of Incorporation of Georgetown College, and section 3 of that Act specified:

And be it further enacted, that the said corporation shall adopt a common seal, under and by which all deeds, diplomas and acts of said College or corporation shall pass and be authenticated and the same seal at their pleasure to break or alter, or devise a new one.

When the By-laws of the corporation were written, a note was inserted in the minutes that a common seal was adopted for said college, of which seal the following is a correct impression.

That impression shows a round seal, 1½" in diameter, in place of the original oval; the scroll containing the words "Utraque Unum" is omitted; the sixteen stars retained; the Latin legend around the edge changed to read "PRESIDENT & DIRECTORS OF GEORGETOWN COLLEGE, D. C."

On April 6, 1894, the minutes of a meeting of the Directors of the Corporation read as follows:

By a unanimous vote the board adopted a new seal, which however is only a new and perfected and enlarged copy of the old one.

The new seal is 1 7/8" in diameter. The scroll "Utraque Unum" is restored; the stars are changed from sixteen to thirteen in number; and the legend around the edge now reads "PRESIDENT AND DIRECTORS OF GEORGETOWN COLLEGE, D. C."

The words, "Utraque Unum," both one, are interpreted as referring to the terrestrial globe and cross in the talons of the eagle, and these are taken to signify "Science" and "Religion."

We have been using the word "seal" in this article, and attention is frequently called to its resemblance to the "seal" of the United States. Actually, the Great Seal and the Coat-of-Arms of the United States are the reverse and obverse sides, respectively, of the official United States seal, adopted June 20, 1782. Up to 1928, at least, the Great Seal was not used officially by the United States; the Coat-of-Arms was used to seal official documents. Those who are interested will find full details in "The Coat-of-Arms, Crest and Great Seal of the U.S.A.", by Leonard Wilson, San Diego, 1928. On August 19, 1935, the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, Washington, D. C., began printing one dollar silver certificates, on the back of which engravings show the two sides of the great seal of the United States.
The only feature of the Georgetown "seal" which is identical with a feature of the coat-of-arms of the United States is the eagle itself. Some persons have entertained a false impression that Georgetown College was granted the exclusive right to use a seal which so closely approximates the coat-of-arms of the United States. And some have been more specific by saying that this right was granted by the Congressional act of 1815 which granted the power of conferring degrees. The act of 1815 made no mention of a seal, and, furthermore, the State Department issued a booklet in 1909, "History of the Seal of the United States," and on page 65 we find the statement that "when the Continental Congress made the obverse of the great seal the national arms it intended that the device should pass into common use among the people, as the flag has done." This could easily explain why, as early as 1803, Georgetown had a seal which bore some resemblance to the coat-of-arms of the United States. It also explains why we see an even closer resemblance on a drum, preserved in the Georgetown Archives, which belonged to a Georgetown militia company prior to the Civil War.

No exclusive rights were ever granted, or needed, by Georgetown College to use a seal resembling the coat-of-arms of the United States.

Frankfurt Honors Georgetown Regent

By

DR. HUGH J. FEGAN
Dean of the Law School

Reverend Francis E. Lucey, S.J., A.B., M.A., S.T.D., Ph.D., LL.B., LL.D., J.U.D., Regent and Professor of Law, Georgetown Law School, has recently been honored by the University of Frankfurt (Germany). The Faculty of Law of that institution of learning conferred the degree, honoris causa, of Doctor of Civil and Canon Law upon him on November 20, 1951. This is the third honorary degree conferred on Father Lucey. In 1948, Mount Saint Mary's College invested him with the degree of LL.D. and the following year Georgetown University conferred a like degree.

The J.U.D. degree, recently conferred, translated from the Latin reads:

"Happiness, Blessings and Prosperity! When Boris Rajewsky, Doctor of Natural Philosophy and Public Ordinary Professor of Biophysics, was Rector Magnificent, and Adalbert Erler, Doctor of Civil and Canon Law and Public Ordinary Professor of German Law was the eminent Dean of the Faculty of Law, the Faculty of Law of the University of Frankfurt, on the twentieth day of November 1951, unanimously conferred the rights and dignity of Doctor of Civil and Canon Law, honoris causa, upon Francis Lucey of the Society of Jesus, LL.D., an eminent man of profound learning.

"Outstanding in his knowledge of natural and man-made law, he searched the age-old foundations of law through many learned writings on social philosophy. By connecting the truths of ancient philosophy with the principles of our age, he shed lustre upon modern jurisprudence. Ever mindful that one eternal law binds every nation with equal force, and that every scholar in the law venerates one and the same ideal of justice, he kindly received into his own school his predecessors in the law in the old and new world.

"By this degree the Faculty of Law of the University of Frankfurt honors and salutes an outstanding legal scholar of recognized ability in his own country.

"Witness whereof is given with this public diploma on which the seal of the university has been stamped, and which is signed by the Dean of the same Faculty in his own hand.

(Seal) HELMUT COING
Dean of the Faculty of Law"

Father Lucey is the first Jesuit in modern times to receive an honorary degree from a German university. At the same time that Father Lucey received his degree, two other honorary degrees were bestowed, one upon Dr. Lorenzo Mossa, Professor of Commercial Law at the University of Pisa, and the other upon Dr. Hermann Meinert, noted archivist of the City of Frankfurt.

The degrees were presented at a brilliant convocation held upon the occasion of the installation of the new President of the University of Frankfurt, Dr. Max Horkheimer. High officials of the City of Frankfurt, and many presidents and rectors of other famous German universities were present in the audience. After the ceremony, which lasted almost three hours, the City of Frankfurt acted as host at a luncheon.

Father Lucey is a member of the Bar of the District of Columbia and has been Regent of Georgetown Law School for the past twenty years. It has been during his Regency and as a member of the Executive Committee of the Law School that the greatest progress in the long history of the institution has been realized. During this period many notable changes have taken place.
Within six years after his appointment he had acquired for the Law School four adjoining pieces of property, one of which was remodelled for a separate graduate study of the law.

MORE AND OFTENER
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Georgetown University.

Dear Father Repetti:

On the day on which we moved into the newly completed basement in Alumni House, I received your note relative to the article on the University seal which appeared in the most recent issue of the Alumni Magazine. I am very sorry that it disturbed you. Actually, it was impossible to get a photographic reproduction of the corporation seal, although we tried several methods. As a last resort, I used the photograph of the die for the ornament in the lobby of McDonough Gymnasium. I will be very glad to explain that in the next issue of the Magazine.

Father Guthrie requests me to take Father McDonough's portrait off your hands and to place it temporarily in Alumni House. May I ask you to let the young man who brings this note, take the portrait with him.

Sincerely yours,

JAMES S. RUBY

March 12, 1952

Rev. William C. Repetti, S.J.,
Archivist,
Georgetown University.

Father Guthrie requests me to take Father McDonough's portrait off your hands and to place it temporarily in Alumni House. May I ask you to let the young man who brings this note, take the portrait with him.

Sincerely yours,

JAMES S. RUBY

Rev. Francis E. Lucey, S.J., Regent of the Law School receives his Honorary Degree at the University of Frankfurt.
Within six years after his appointment he had acquired for the Law School four adjoining pieces of property, one of which was remodelled for a separate graduate school building. Within that period the entire interior of the Law School was remodelled, a separate spacious Law Journal office, a Student Lounge Room and a Library stack room capable of housing 20,000 volumes were provided. The offices for full-time professors were increased to thirteen, and the Registrar's office was expanded into an administrative suite of offices, five times as large as the original office. During the last twelve years five more adjoining buildings have been acquired. One of them have been for some years used as student dormitories and the rest have been remodelled as dormitories and will be ready for occupancy in the near future. The library, which has increased its holdings from 14,000 to over 42,000, has outgrown the stack room added some years ago and a new stack room is now being completed which will house some twenty thousand volumes.

It was during these years that the entire schedule of courses was revamped, a degree entrance requirement instituted, a new emphasis placed on Law Journal work and Law Club argument, strict transfer rules established, exchange of professors with foreign universities and the addition of new courses on public law as well as courses of a very practicable nature such as Preparation of Legal Instruments, Legal Accounting and Legal Bibliography. The new Georgetown Continuing Legal Education Institute will hold its first session on February fourth. The Institute is designed to meet the pressing need for the continued, systematic education of lawyers engaged in active practice.

In addition to his duties as Regent, Father Lucey has taught the subjects of Jurisprudence, Introduction to Civil Procedure, Torts and Legal Bibliography.

Father Lucey was assigned to Georgetown University in July 1928, as a professor of Logic and Metaphysics in the College and the History of Social Thought in the Graduate School. He also taught Psychology in the College and Abnormal Psychology in the Graduate School. In 1934-35 he was president of the Jesuit Philosophical Association of the Eastern States and for ten years was Chancellor of Pi Gamma Mu Honor Society for the Middle Atlantic States and an officer of the Academy of World Economics. At one time he served as Supervisor of all Jesuit colleges and universities in the states of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland and the District of Columbia.

Father Lucey has specialized in the field of Jurisprudence and has devoted much time to a study of the philosophy of Justice Holmes. His many years devoted to the study of evolution, Pragmatism, Psychology and Metaphysics help him to understand Holmes. In March of 1941, he read a paper at the joint annual Washington meeting of Pi Gamma Mu and the Academy of World Economics entitled "Jurisprudence and the Future Social Order," which was subsequently published in Volume 16 of Social Science. This was the spark which ignited a real conflagration among legal philosophers as to the philosophy of Holmes. The March 1941 article was followed in December 1941, by a paper read at the round table on Jurisprudence at the meeting of the Association of American Law Schools published in Volume 30 of the Georgetown Law Journal. This article, entitled "Natural Law and American Realism: Their Respective Contributions to a Theory of Law in a Democratic Society" has been cited a number of times in various books and periodicals. Numerous articles pro and con by other authorities have since appeared in legal periodicals. Father Lucey is classified as a heckler by the Holmesians. His answer appears in the most recent edition of the Georgetown Law Journal (Volume 39, page 523) the title of which is: "Holmes—Liberal—Humanitarian—Believer in Democracy?".

During his travels in Europe Father Lucey visited the Universities of Oxford, London, Edinburgh, Antwerp, Louvain, Heidelberg and Frankfurt. He also attended trials in Edinburgh, Antwerp and Frankfurt and in the latter places was accompanied to a criminal trial by the State's Attorney of Hesse.

MORE AND OFTENER

Starting with the current issue of the Georgetown University Alumni Magazine, we will appear six times a year instead of four. On the new schedule we should be able to bring news of Georgetown and Georgetown men to our readers while it is still news. To finance the increased tempo we are seeking paid advertising on a national basis. The Assistance of every reader is asked to find advertisers for us. Remember that your Magazine goes to 10,000 men of education and discrimination. It should be attractive to industries trying to reach a top-shelf audience.

The frequency of issue will also require more and more personal news. Keep it coming.

Father Lucey has specialized in the field of Jurisprudence and has devoted much time to a study of the philosophy of Justice Holmes. His many years devoted to the study of evolution, Pragmatism, Psychology and Metaphysics help him to understand Holmes. In March of 1941, he read a paper at the joint annual Washington meeting of Pi Gamma Mu and the Academy of World Economics entitled "Jurisprudence and the Future Social Order," which was subsequently published in Volume 16 of Social Science. This was the spark which ignited a real conflagration among legal philosophers as to the philosophy of Holmes. The March 1941 article was followed in December 1941, by a paper read at the round table on Jurisprudence at the meeting of the Association of American Law Schools published in Volume 30 of the Georgetown Law Journal. This article, entitled "Natural Law and American Realism: Their Respective Contributions to a Theory of Law in a Democratic Society" has been cited a number of times in various books and periodicals. Numerous articles pro and con by other authorities have since appeared in legal periodicals. Father Lucey is classified as a heckler by the Holmesians. His answer appears in the most recent edition of the Georgetown Law Journal (Volume 39, page 523) the title of which is: "Holmes—Liberal—Humanitarian—Believer in Democracy?".

During his travels in Europe Father Lucey visited the Universities of Oxford, London, Edinburgh, Antwerp, Louvain, Heidelberg and Frankfurt. He also attended trials in Edinburgh, Antwerp and Frankfurt and in the latter places was accompanied to a criminal trial by the State's Attorney of Hesse.

WASHINGTON ALUMNI AWARDS LUNCHEON

The annual Awards Luncheon of the Georgetown Club of Washington will be held on March 17 at the National Press Club. Harold A. Kertz, '28, is in charge of arrangements. The 1951 Luncheon was such a complete success that we have no hesitancy in predicting a sell-out for 1952. Tickets are priced at $2.25 per plate.
Co-Curricular Activities

By

The Very Reverend Hunter Guthrie, S.J.

Read before the Meeting of The Association of American Colleges, Jan. 9, 1952, Washington, D. C.

Too often we are apt to think that the university's consciousness of its obligations to the public is of recent or even American origin. In this connection it may be salutary for all of us to remember that the Augustinian Friar, Martin Luther, was engaged in a co-curricular activity when he posted his theses on the Cathedral portals of Wittenberg. From both sides of our picture then, co-curricular activities have a serious and important history. It may interest you and, I hope, edify you to know what we are doing at Georgetown University in this broad, serious and historically fertile field.

Much against our Founder's will, Jesuits began teaching in Messina in 1548. Scratch a Jesuit and you will find a missionary. We are still by many thousands the largest missionary Order in the Church. This missionary preoccupation soon blended with our academic obligations by the institution of a co-curricular organization known as the Sodality.

The Sodality is to the spiritual formation of our student what the honors course is to his intellectual formation. It provides both incentive and opportunity for the student to develop not merely the moral virtues but a fairly elevated level of piety and interior devotion. But St. Ignatius never built up a store-house of spiritual energy without putting it to work. Hence the sodalists march out to work regularly. They either participate in or direct six centres of instruction in Christian doctrine. Other centres are maintained and staffed for the instruction of underprivileged children; others again for the coaching of backward children, whose papas evidently are not up to handling the mysteries of homework. In four centres recreational direction is provided; teams are coached, sports are supervised; entertainment directed.

The Sodality, for all of its intensely spiritual nature, is not unaware of the necessity of material assistance. Last year it collected and shipped 2500 pounds of clothing to Europe, Asia, the poor of Washington and Southern Maryland. Moreover, it has four "pet" charities which it assists either financially or gastronomically or both to the round generous sum of $10,000 annually. Money and foodstuffs are collected by the students.

The University, of course, is occupied with the formation of intellectual virtues, as well. Its co-curricular activities give them prominent play in the field of public service. To begin with, I might mention a sort of de luxe service which the University furnishes the public. "De luxe" because the public is, in this case, the other universities of the United States. I refer to our annual "Cherry Blossom Invitational Debating Tournament." The hosts of this extraordinarily successful tournament are the Philodemic Society of the College, one of the oldest intercollegiate debating Societies in the United States, and the Edmund Campion Debating Society of our Foreign Service School, no doubt one of the youngest.

From Florida on the South, Vermont on the North, and Utah on the West, they come to debate in Round Robin fashion for the Toohey Trophy. As evidence of the high caliber of this service, even with two teams representing Georgetown, we have yet to win a leg on the trophy.

From the first bright May day back in the twelfth century when some forgotten Prior—with his Abbot's permission, of course—opened the doors of his monastery for the local gentry to attend the dialectical discussion of a newly discovered text of Aristotle, Colleges and Universities have been engaged in rendering service to the public. The Prior, while urging his Abbot's permission, (Abbots, you know, are conservative and reactionary; Priors, forward-looking and progressive) the Prior, I say, probably spread out before the Abbot the fine texture of that golden scholastic axiom: "Bonum est diffusivum sui", or, in our American parlance "You can't keep a good thing under your hat!"

While the convent or monastery schools were always the first to pick up a good thing—they lived on alms and had to be nimble—the Cathedral schools always bettered the instruction. Hence it was not long before the parvis of a Cathedral was filled not only with the local gentry seated, as befitted their rank, but with the local townsfolk as well, respectfully standing in the corners of the square noisily and enthusiastically witnessing the intellectual triumphs and embarrassments of the university toffs.

Thus did the university become conscious of its obligations to the public; thus, too, did there arise the famous, though somewhat later, phonetic distinction between "town" and "gown". From its birth, therefore, the university realized that its influence had to spread directly beyond its student-body. That is to say, early in its inception it realized that its duty was not immediately confined to the students but was immediately and directly related to the nonacademic public as well.
The rewards of virtue are sometimes obscure as well as mystifying.

Another co-curricular activity has expanded its horizon from a campus audience to that of the nation in less than ten years. Through the generosity of a benefactor WGETE started as a campus radio station in 1940. After the war it donated three of its weekly programs to a local commercial station. One of these programs, the Georgetown University Forum, discussing national and international topics was so successful that the Liberty network now carries it from coast to coast on more than two hundred stations while Dumont televises it for its national network. Inspired by this success, the Jesuit Faculty of Georgetown is currently producing a series of coast-to-coast broadcasts, indirectly calculated to combat Communism, directly calculated to rekindle those basic virtues which made this nation, under God, a mighty citadel of Christian Freedom. Modern science has enabled the “gown” to address the nation instead of the “town.”

I strongly suspect that these monumental achievements of our co-curricular activities—these, and, I should boastfully assert, many others—leave my close friend and our genial Executive Secretary quite unimpressed, perhaps even bored. I have been of the opinion that the only reason he asked me to address this distinguished gathering on co-curricular activities was not to hear my views on the spiritual benefits to be distributed by the University—and that, naturally, as a priest, I regret—not to hear any exposition of mine on the intellectual advantages to be displayed—and at that, as an educator, I shake a sorrowful head—but rather to produce for your edification and amusement the ludicrous spectacle of my climbing out on the co-curricular limb of football and sawing it off. With the generosity born of admiration and affection, I shall now proceed to oblige.

First, let me find the tree. Co-curricular activities in a college or university are, first, spiritual; secondly, intellectual; thirdly, physical. We have talked about the spiritual activities. We have mentioned the intellectual activities. In an effort to rush on to my fore-ordained sacrifice, I have not mentioned dramatics, nor the campus publications of the HOYA, the ENVOY, and the erudite College Journal, the Medical Bulletin and the Law Journal. There are other activities, too, which I have forgotten but which I shall promptly be reminded of on my return to the campus, but there is this special grove of tennis, golf, swimming, sailing, la crosse, soccer, baseball, basketball, track, and football. Football, of course, is that main branch over there. The co-curricular activity which has furnished national prominence to many an indifferent educational institution. That is the tree, gentlemen, and I am now out on the branch. Here we are not concerned with proselytizing, subsidization, or, for the moment, even academic standards.

We are all honest educators. As the presidents of predominantly private institutions, we, in conference with our business managers, have faced the annual spectre of the budget. With modest capital and a limited income we can support just so many co-curricular activities; one activity more or less can mean the difference between an unbalanced and a balanced budget. In the fiscal year which ended June 30, 1950 our income was $7,000,163.62, but we spent $7,014,650.55. We could not continue to dip into capital to supply a deficit of $305,486.93 and survive. Some luxury had to be sacrificed and the victim was not hard to find.

Georgetown is a very old liberal arts college. In our present site we have served the nation for close to two centuries and our roots go back to 1634 in the colonial schools we conducted in southern Maryland. Even today the spirit of our campus is redolent of that of the traditional Southern plantation. Things are done in the grand manner and the football team was no exception. While the outlay was generous, the spirit high, the scythe of the committee on admissions was trenchant and crippling. Our football material was gentlemanly but not sufficiently firm. Either we had to lower our academic standards or open up a physical education course or give up intercollegiate football. We gave up intercollegiate football. We have not had even one fleeting moment of regret. Frankly, when the limb was cut I was surprised at the number of strong arms waiting to break my fall. An astonishing number of alumni did not care to see their Alma Mater operated as a minor league farm for Professional Football.

The sound body is still an integral part of our educational system. Character development and the rugged spirit of competitiveness are still part of our national heritage. But no one has yet explained why we should transmit these traditionally American qualities to the relatively few hired athletes and not to the student body. After a season’s experience we can report that intramural football breaks just as many bones as its intercollegiate confrere and from the spectator standpoint its student turnout is greater.
Mr. Louis C. Haggerty (AB '12) of the New York law firm of Haggerty, Myles and Wommser, whose outstanding collection of books concerning Great Britain in World War I was presented to the Georgetown University Library, has supplemented his gift with two interesting documents. One is a proclamation “To the Population of Mons” from the Mayor and City Council, announcing that “The City of Mons is finally delivered by the British Army after 51 months of German occupation. The British Army ends a series of its victories in the same region it met the enemy for the first time on the 24th August 1914.” The broadside continues with the news that the Armistice is signed, requests that the population will observe “dignity and control”, and invites the “population to start back to work as soon as possible” to rebuild the shattered city.

The other document, also a large broadside printed in bold type, is signed by General Gallieni, Military Governor of Paris, Commanding the Army of Paris. It is dated, fatefully enough, “3rd September 1914” and addressed to the people of Paris. “The members of the Government of the Republic have left Paris in order to give a renewed impetus to National Defense. I have received the mandate of defending Paris against the invader. I will fulfill this mandate to the end.” That was no idle boast: the taxicab army was Gallieni’s idea; in fact, if one can believe Liddell Hart, all the good ideas on the allied side were Gallieni’s ideas, at least in those opening months. The First World War is far enough away now to vie with the War Between the States as a subject for romantic fiction. But these stark old broadsides Mr. Haggerty gave us have a disturbing immediacy about them.

Mr. Edward A. Henry (BS in FS '35) of Trenton, N. J. gave the Library a mellowed old theological tome by “Jo Christophori Wolfii” which was published in Hamburg in 1738 and rejoices in the title Curae Philologicae et Criticae in X. Postiores S. Pauli Epistolae quibus Integritati Contextus Graeaci Consulitur... It is bound in vellum, and fits in appropriately with our present holdings in this field.

Mr. Sidney A. Trundle, Jr. (BS '30), Vice President of the Manufacturers Trust Company of New York, concluded the course at the Graduate School of Banking, conducted by the American Bankers Association at Rutgers University. “One of the requirements of the School,” writes Mr. Trundle, was the preparation of a thesis, and I was fortunate enough to have mine accepted for distribution by the A.B.A. Library, as well as...
The Winter Season

By

FRANK PRIAL,
Director of Sports Publicity

The big question in Washington sports this winter was whether Georgetown's basketball team would finally materialize into the kind of club it should be. As one sports-writer put it, "Will the Hoyas' Sad Sophs turn out to be Jubilant Juniors?". There is still no final answer. At this writing the team has a 5-6 record with 13 games still to be played.

After the initial loss to Fordham, they bounced back and took Loyola, Randolph-Macon, Catholic University, Princeton and Wake Forest without so much as stopping for breath.

Then, Maryland proved their undoing. Playing a slow, possession type of ball, the Terps confused the fast, flashy Hoyas and broke up their brilliant defense for the first time. Georgetown went down 55-40 in their lowest scoring slate to date.

Two days later, at Annapolis, it was a repeat story. The Navy, with national star Jack Clune in the foreground, played a cautious game, passing the ball in through the fast-moving Hilltoppers and took them 62-62.

The first period was a basket-for-basket affair all the way, when Don Lange, plebe from Chicago, put in five points after Don Lange, plebe from Chicago, put in five points and pulled the Middies out to a 25-21 lead at half-time.

It was Navy all the way in the second half. They hit 42 percent of their shots while Georgetown got only 23 out of 82 tries for the basket. Lange was high for the afternoon with 21 points.

On January 18, Buddy O'Grady took his cagers downtown to Uline's arena and watched them drop a heart-breaker to George Washington U. The game ended 73-73 and was lost in a five-minute overtime 81-75. The young Colonial team scored 8 points in the extra period; Georgetown went two.

The Hoyas' old standby, Barry Sullivan, came through with 25 and was top for the evening.

At this point, the record was 5-4 and there was still a chance to stay above the 500 mark on the mid-west tour. Detroit U. changed that when they dropped the Hoyas 80-74 in a game that saw five Georgetown men foul out in the last period.

Two nights later, at Dayton, the very same score was tallied, the opposition still on the winning end. While, losing, the Hoyas gave Dayton fans one of the best games of the season. The Flyers, stars in last year's Garden NIT tourney and currently sporting a 14-3 record, were leading by only one point with a minute and a half to go. Then they dropped in the three baskets that clinched the game. No small asset to the Ohioans was Don 'Monk' Meineke, presently twelfth in the nation in field goals. He got 26 against Georgetown. Bill Bolger, the Hoyas' 6'9" forward, totalled 25 for himself in the same game.

A slow season so far hasn't prevented Buddy O'Grady from turning out some fine ball-players. Both Bill Bolger and Barry Sullivan are on the national rating lists for points scored per game and the men assisting them also deserve some credit.

Lanky Hugh Beins, 6'7" center held two of the country's big scorers to microscopic totals when they hit the McDonough Gym: Foster Cooper of Princeton, and Dickie Hemric of Wake Forest. Bobby Makatura, guard from Brooklyn held the squad up on more than one occasion with smart passing and playmaking. Tony Durmowicz and Lou Gigante both have had good nights, as has big Jake Hekker.

But perhaps the biggest success to date has been Denny Murphy's comeback since the George Washington game. Early in the season, Murph, who was beautiful in practice, just couldn't find himself in the games. Then, against G.W., he started grabbing the ball off the opposition backboards and working it down-court to set up scores. He's been doing it ever since, much to the surprise of everyone but Buddy O'Grady, who had never lost faith in Denny's ability.

The swimming team, under Bob Windish's tutelage, has had a fifty-fifty season so far. Hampered by lack of a pool on campus, the boys have beaten William & Mary and Davis & Elkins and lost to Duke and North Carolina State.

During the term holiday, the whole team chipped in and journeyed to Ft. Lauderdale. Under the Florida sun, they worked out in much more favorable conditions than those afforded by the District YMCA, their home pool.

The rifle team made the headlines last month when they came up with the first girl ever to participate in a Georgetown intercollegiate sport--pretty, 19-year-old Nan Clune. A freshman student nurse, Nan first got interested in guns at Washington-Lee High Arlington, Virginia. She is currently firing on the varsity squad.

Nan also has the singular distinction of being the first woman ever to dine in the huge Naval Academy Mess Hall. Unnoticed at first, the 5'7" blonde soon had 3800 salty heads craning toward the visitor's table. Georgetown isn't the only school with traditions!

Trackwise, coach Frank Sevigne bids fare to give Georgetown another great year on the boards and, later, outdoors. His two-mile relay team, world record holders, are back in force missing only Joe Deady who graduated. Tom Voorhees, who subbed for Deady last year, ran with the team in their opener at the Star Games here in Washington. They won by fifty yards over Seton Hall, the nearest contender.

That same night, little Charlie Capozzoli took a second in the two-mile run behind the great Horace Ashenfelter. Capozzoli spent the better part of last summer winning laurels for Georgetown and himself throughout western Europe. Running in Iceland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Scotland, England and Ireland, he picked up two firsts and set a record for the three mile run in Ireland.

The following week, in Boston, Sevigne broke up the team to let them run in individual events. Joe LaPierre took fourth in a memorable mile-run that saw Fred Wilt lose a running battle to Wisconsin's Don Gehman. For his performance, Joe was invited to run in the Wanamaker Mile, the most honored event in all trackdom, at the Millrose Games.

After one more jaunt to Boston, the trackmen ran in the A.A.U. and I.C.C.4A meets, in New York, but the deadline prevents results from those events.
The Reverend Francis X. Talbot, S.J., former editor of "America" and recently resident at Georgetown University while working on a book, visited us one day and placed in our hands a graciously inscribed copy of Un Santo entre Hurones; Vida de Juan de Brebeuf (Barcelona, 1951), the Spanish translation by Simon Santaines of Father Talbot's Saint Among the Hurons (Harper, 1949). The end-paper map of the American edition is reproduced as a folded insert in the Spanish translation, whose cover is handsomely embossed with portraits of an Indian head and of Father Brebeuf. Altogether a very desirable item.

In paging through Books for Catholic Colleges, 1948-1949, a standard bibliography of works that should be in any well stocked Catholic college library, we were gratified to note the number of Georgetown authors included. Here is a list of them, with their books: John E. Wise, S.J.: The Nature of the Liberal Arts; John G. Brunini, ed.: Stories of Our Century by Catholic Authors; George Albert Moore, trans.: The King and the Education of the King by Juan de Mariana (incidentally, half of Lee Grove's column in "The Washington Post for Sunday, 29 April 1951 was devoted to an account of Col. Moore's pioneer translating of Renaissance treatises from Latin, German, Spanish, Italian and French); Spirit; a Magazine of Verse edited by Mr. Brunini, mentioned already; Theodore Maynard: Henry VIII; also his A Fire Was Lighted; the Life of Rose Hawthorne Lathrop; Louis J. A. Mercier: American Humanism and the New Age; Wilfrid Parsons, S.J.: The First Freedom; Herman J. Schauinger: William Gaston, Carolinian; Francis B. Thornton, ed.: Return to Tradition; a Directive Anthology; Edmund A. Walsh, S.J.: Total Power; a Footnote to History; and Francis X. Talbot, S.J.: A Saint Among the Hurons.

GEORGETOWN CLASS RINGS
AND MINIATURES
10 carat gold with blue Spinel stone
Georgetown's color
Class ring .................... $34.00
Miniature ..................... $23.50

In ordering, state class, year, finger size and initials
State whether College, Foreign Service, Law, Medical or Dental
Add 20% Federal Tax and your state tax. Send the full amount and save postage and C.O.D. charges, or send one half the amount, the balance payable C.O.D.

TO:
L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY
1319 F Street, N.W.
Washington 4, D. C.
Stephen O. Ford, G.U. '16, Manager

CLASS NOTES
CLASS REUNIONS 1952
Class Reunions for the Classes of
'02
'07
'12
'17
'22
'27
'32
'37
'42
'47

Will be held at the University over the week-end of June 6, 7, 8. Volunteer Class Secretaries are now beginning work on the Reunion Program. If you have not heard from your class representative, please write to the Executive Secretary, Alumni House, 3604 O St. N.W. TODAY.
YOUR REUNION CAN'T BE COMPLETE WITHOUT YOU
1902
Word has been received at Alumni House of the death of John H. Butler, Law '02, in Milton, Mass. last June 24th.
The sympathy of the Alumni Association is extended to Joseph A. Kuhn, College '02, on the recent death of his wife, Mrs. Kuhn in Washington.

1906
Abraham A. Thomas, Law '06, died December 29 in Elizabeth, N. J., as a result of injuries suffered in an automobile collision some days before. He was married to the accident. He was a member of the legal staff of the Western Union Telegraph Co.

Gerald Eglin, College '06, died in Washington in December after a long illness.

1908
Speaking before the Southern Association of Colleges and High Schools, Hughes Spalding, College '08, proposed that the leaders of the Nations' Jewish and Christian faiths be asked to draft a code of morals for teaching in colleges and schools. He added, "We are too apt to judge a man by the number of his degrees, rather than by what he is.

1912
George I. Porger, Law '12, prominent in Washington real estate, died here on December 10. He is survived by George I. Porger, Jr. F. S. '22.

Dr. William J. Lally, Med. '12, who had practiced in Washington for more than thirty years died here in early December. Among his survivors are two Georgetown brothers, Dr. John J. Lally, Dent. '12, and Dr. Charles A. Lally, Med. '26.

Dr. Oscar Benwood Hunter, College '12, Vice President of the American Medical Association and well-known Pathologist in Washington, died here suddenly on December 19th. His son, O. Benwood Hunter, Jr., College '36, Med. '40, has the sincere sympathy of all of us.

Walter T. Fitzpatrick, College '12, Assistant Vice-President of the Borden Co., died in New York on November 26.

1913
Lawrence Koenigsberger, Law '13, sole member of the District of Columbia Board of Tax Appeals since his appointment to that office in 1940, was killed here on December 2. He was widely known not only as a trial lawyer in his thirty years of private practice, but also as a writer on legal subjects.

1914
Daniel F. McGarr, College '14, of Cumberland, Md., is the father of Daniel Jr., a Senior in the College.

Edward McTamaney Donnelly, College '14, died in Poughkeepsie, N. Y. on December 26.

Dr. George A. Hickey, Dent. '14, died recently in Washington.

1917
J. Paul Kelley, Law '17, father of Dr. Paul J. Kelley, Med. '38, died in Washington in December.

Word has been received at Alumni House of the death of Dr. Paul S. Gilliam, Dent. '17.

ALUMNI LOYALTY TO THE THIRD GENERATION

J. R. Eastman, Jr. M. D.
1004 Merchants Bank Bldg.
Washington at Meridian
Indianapolis 4, Indiana
December 29, 1951

The Jesuit Fathers
Georgetown University
School of Medicine
Dear Fathers:
It has been brought to my attention that Medical Schools throughout the country are soliciting financial support. The Eastman family owes a debt to Georgetown: My grandfather, a union soldier was a patient in a hospital operated under the direction of your school. During his convalescence of a few months he was given a brief medical training and after its completion the degree of Doctor of Medicine and a commission in the Union Army. His name was Joseph Eastman. Because of the charity shown him please accept this offering. With all kind wishes,

Respectfully yours,

Joseph Rilus Eastman, Jr.

1918
James J. Lynch, Law '18, recently retired from the United States Immigration and Naturalization Service after thirty-nine years with the Federal Government. He is living at 27 Speedwell St., Dorchester, Mass.

1919
Frederick J. Feis, Law '19, provided one of the greatest upsets in Pennsylvania politics when he defeated the District Attorney of Cambria County in the November elections. Fred, Jr., was promoted to Captain in the Korean fighting at about the same time.

1920

Andrew F. Zazzali, College '22, Law '25 has recently been appointed Director of the Newark, N. J. branch of the Office of Price Stabilization. Andrew, Jr., is a student at the College.

Dr. Joseph C. Vanyo, Dent. '22, is proud to report a son following in his footsteps. Joseph E. Vanyo is a member of the Class of '53 at Georgetown Dental School.

Rev. James O'D. Hanlon, College '22, became pastor of a new parish, St. James, Apollo, Pa. in 1944. Seventy-one persons attended the first Mass in a parish which has now grown to 520. The number of children under his instruction has grown from thirty to two hundred and fifty. Recently he opened a new mission at Brownstown, eight miles away and chartered a bus and station wagon to bring in the parishioners from a fifteen mile radius. After seven years in a rented hall the new Church is about to be built. Architect, Alfred D. Reid, College '21.

Homer S. Fox, '24

1924
Homer S. Fox, F. S. '24, recently enjoyed two month vacation in the United States from his State Department assignment in Brussels where he is Deputy Chief of the Marshall Plan mission to Belgium and Luxembourg. He is also Economic Counselor to the U. S. Embassy in Belgium and United States Commissioner on the Tripartite Commission for restitution of mone­ tary gold. One of his sons is a Georgetown student.

1925
Daniel E. McGrath, Law '25, who served as United States Attorney for the Panama Canal Zone during the war years, has resigned to accept appointment as Special Assistant to the Attorney General in Washing­ton.

Amedeo Giordano, College '25, faithful and generous Georgetown man, died in New York City on January 24.

Homer S. Fox, '24
1926
REV. LOUIS M. O'LEARY, O.P., College '26, who preached the Dedication Sermon in McDonough Gymnasium on December 8, has recently been transferred from parish work in Cincinnati to the Dominican House of Studies in Washington.

JOHN J. MCMINNIS, College '26, is seriously ill at the University of Virginia Hospital, Charlottesville.

ROBERT H. CASTELLINI, College '26, died in Cincinnati on February 5.

EDWARD H. DELANEY, Dent. '26, has moved his residence and practice from Waterbury to Naugatuck, Conn. You will find him at 276 Church St.

CHARLES F. BALDWIN, F.S. '26, formerly Counselor for Economic Affairs at the United States Embassy in London, has recently been installed as President of the Federation of Students in Washington.

W. B. BISHOPO, College '28, was married to Miss Betty Louise Lamb on December 27 at St. Peter's Church, Mansfield, Ohio.

One of the pleasant things about Christmas was the gift of a subscription to the Readers Digest for the Lounge in Alumni House by Peter M. Tamargo, Law '28.

DR. ERNST A. ALBERS, College '28, has recently been installed as President of the Office of Providence Hospital, Portland, Ore.

DR. FRANCIS A. WILLIAMS, Med. '28, is practicing Orthopedics in Ossining, N. Y. and has recently been elected President of the Holy Name Society at St. Theresa's Church at Briarcliff Manor. He promises a visit to Georgetown and Alumni House in the Spring.

DR. MALCOLM J. MACOY, Med. '28, is President of the Medical Society of Saratoga County, N. Y.

A. CYRIL CRILEY, F.S. '26, was killed in an airplane crash in Iran in late December. He was buried with military honors in Arlington National Cemetery on January 11.

1927
DR. JAMES A. MURPHY, Med. '27, died in Trenton, N. J. on December 5. Dr. Murphy was a loyal and generous alumnus. His son is now a student at the College.

1928
JOHN L. GERAGHTY, Law '28, died suddenly in Denver, Colo., on November 27. At the time of his death he was head of the Dearer Office of the Securities and Exchange Commission.

DEWEY H. FLINN, Law '28, has returned to Washington from Buenos Aires, Argentina where he represented the Treasury Department as a member of the United States Delegation at a divisional meeting of the International Civil Aviation Organization. Mr. Flinn is a Special Assistant to the Commissioner of Customs and is Air Coordinator of the Bureau of Customs in Washington.

PAUL J. BERNO, College '28, was married to Miss Betty Louise Lamb on December 27 at St. Peter's Church, Mansfield, Ohio.

One of the pleasant things about Christmas was the gift of a subscription to the Readers Digest for the Lounge in Alumni House by Peter M. Tamargo, Law '28.

DR. ERNST A. ALBERS, College '28, has recently been installed as President of the Office of Providence Hospital, Portland, Ore.

DR. FRANCIS A. WILLIAMS, Med. '28, is practicing Orthopedics in Ossining, N. Y. and has recently been elected President of the Holy Name Society at St. Theresa's Church at Briarcliff Manor. He promises a visit to Georgetown and Alumni House in the Spring.

DR. MALCOLM J. MACOY, Med. '28, is President of the Medical Society of Saratoga County, N. Y.

A. CYRIL CRILEY, F.S. '26, was killed in an airplane crash in Iran in late December. He was buried with military honors in Arlington National Cemetery on January 11.

1929
MILBURN PETTY, College '29, Law '33, is part owner and Associate Editor of The Oil Daily the national newspaper of the petroleum industry which began publication from Chicago in October. In addition to this new venture, he continues his own publication, Petty's Oil Letter, now in its eighth year, with subscribers all over the world.

DR. JAMES E. GLAVIN, College '29, probably holds the record for his class. He is the father of ten children, five of each. He is in general practice and is also Industrial Surgeon for the Republic Steel Corporation and for the Delaware and Hudson Railroad and Superintendent of the Mineville Hospital, Mineville, N. Y. The Glavins live in Port Henry, N. Y.

REV. WILLIAM H. POWELL, College '29, is stationed at St. Aloysius Church in Washington.

FRANCIS H. FARELL, College '29, President of the Georgetown Club of Boston was recently appointed United States Commissioner.

1930
THOMAS J. McGARRY, College '30, was appointed Deputy Director of the Newark, N. J. Office of Price Stabilization.

SANDY A. TRUNDELE, JR., College '30, has been made a Vice-President of the Manufacturers Trust Co. of New York.

ALEXIS E. ROZAR, F. S. '30, is General Manager for Eastern Air Lines in Mexico and offers his sincere congratulations to any Georgetown students who may visit there, reminding us that when the new direct lines are opened Mexico City will be only three hours from New Orleans.

1931
C. D. W. COFFMAN, College '31, prominent Washington Hotel Representative has moved to his new offices in the Barr Building, 910 17th St., N. W.

GEORGE COLLINS GROGAN, '31, Law '35, whose resignation as United States Attorney for the District of Columbia was announced in the last issue of the Magazine, has formed a partnership with H. Loy Anderson under the firm name of Fay and Anderson with offices in the Washington Building, Washington, D. C.

JOHN H. MEADE, College '31, has been nominated to the Massachusetts Superior Court Bench by Governor Dewey.

1932
When in New York dial 710, Station WOR at 9:30 A.M. to hear ALFRED W. McVITT, College '32, on the program "The McCanns at Home".

DR. JOHN B. LEARY, College '32, has been practicing internal medicine in Arlington, Va., since his release from the Navy in 1946. He is President of the Arlington County Medical Society and of the Arlington-Fairfax Chapter of the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons.

CHARLES A. GARTLAND, College '32, was a caller at Alumni House in late January. He owns and operates the Pinewood Restaurant in Myrtle Beach, S. C. He is the father of four.

WILLIAM J. GERETY, Jr., College '32, is making final plans for a twenty-year reunion of his class in June. If you haven't done so, please write to him at room 516, 115 Broadway, New York City, for complete details.

The Dental Class of '32 will celebrate its twentieth reunion at the D. C. Postgraduate Clinic to be held at the Stanton Hotel in Washington March 9th to 12th.

FATHER WALSH HONORED
Rev. Edmund A. Walsh, S.J., Vice-President of the University and Regent of the School of Foreign Service, received the non-fiction Golden Book Award of the Catholic Institute of Gold in New York City on January 25. The award was in recognition of his book Total Empire published last June.

FIELD W. BARKER, College '32, is making final plans for a twenty-year reunion of his class in June. If you haven't done so, please write to him at room 516, 115 Broadway, New York City, for complete details.

The Dental Class of '32 will celebrate its twentieth reunion at the D. C. Postgraduate Clinic to be held at the Stanton Hotel in Washington March 9th to 12th.

DR. CHARLES B. MURDO, Dent. '32, is taking care of details. Please write to him at Georgetown Dental School.
1933

The sympathy of the Alumni Association is expressed to E. R. Ferguson, College '33, Law '36, on the recent death of his father in Cleveland, Ohio. Bert, Jr., is a member of the Alumni Board of Governors.

DR. PHILIP S. ANTHONY, College '33, Med. '36, writes from Honolulu of the birth of his fourth child, Mark Scully Arthur, '72. DR. JOSEPH J. BUCK, College '33, Med. '37, was a recent caller at Alumni House.

1934

The Magazine expresses the sympathy of the Alumni Association to Walter O. Briggs, Jr., College '34, on the death of his father in Orlando, Fla. in January.

REV. CHARLES B. THUNIUK, S.J., College '34, is Minister to the Jesuit Community at St. Joseph's College in Philadelphia.

EDWARD J. DETGEN, F.S. '34, has been named Sales Manager of the General Products Division of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation. Before joining the Corporation in 1945, he was Chief of the Specialties Division of the Department of Commerce and during the late war served as Director of the Containers Division of the War Production Board.

ALEXANDER A. SCHNEIDERS, Grad. '34, has been elected President-elect of the American Catholic Psychological Association. A Professor at the University of Detroit he has recently published two volumes, Introductory Psychology (Rinehart) and Psychology of Adolescence (Bruce) copies of which have been sent for the Georgetown Author's case in the University Library.

1935

JACK E. O'Connell, F.S. '35, has become a partner in the firm of Irving, McKewen and O'Connell, Certified Public Accountants, in the Mathieson Building, Baltimore, Md.

LAWRENCE W. HALL, College '35, is Vice-President of the Baldwin-Hall Co. of Syracuse, N. Y. He has three children, David Lawrence, '63, Mary Regina and William Francis '71.

MAJOR GENERAL EDGAR HUME, U.S.A., LL.D. (HON.) '35, died at Walter Reed General Hospital in Washington on January 24. Prior to his retirement in 1951, General Hume had been chief of the Medical Service in Korea. During World War II he served as Military Governor of Rome.

1936

J. RAYMOND HOWY, F.S. '36, announces the formation of a partnership with Algernon L. Handy, Jr., for the general practice of Law under the firm name of Handy and Howy, Wilson Boulevard at Court House Road, Arlington, Va.

GEORGE L. BURKE, College '36, Law '39, of Ann Arbor is Chairman of the Michigan Alcoholic Beverage Control Board and the father of seven.

PAUL T. O'DONOGHUE, College '36, Law '39, was married on December 1 at St. Thomas the Apostle Church in Washington to Miss Helen Menzies.

1937

J. E. BINDEMAN, LAW '37, has moved his offices for the general practice of Law to the Wyatt Building, 777 14th St., N.W., in Washington.

JOSEPH M. DAWSON, College '37, Law '41, has been recalled to active duty as a Major in the U. S. Air Force, and is stationed in the Pentagon in the Procurement Division. Formerly he was a partner in the law firm of Barbour and Dawson in Washington.

1939

LEONARD A. GOLDBERG, LAW '39, has been elected a member of the Board of Directors of the First National Bank of Sylacauga, Alabama.

ERWIN E. EVERSON, JR., College '39, has been recalled to duty in the Air Force and is assigned to the Staff Judge Advocate's Office at Sampson Air Force Base, Geneva, N. Y.

JOHN R. WALL, College '39, Law '42, has been appointed Assistant General Counsel of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad with headquarters at Baltimore, Md.

Dr. Alexander A. Schneider, '34


Howard J. Clancy, F.S. '39, has been elected 1932 State Chairman of the New Hampshire Oil Industry Information Committee. He is zone manager in Manchester, N. H., for the Texas Company. The objective of the Committee is to persuade users of the thousands of petroleum products that their interests are best served by competitive, privately-owned oil companies.

John M. McKenna, Law '39, with his wife and three children, has been living in San Mateo, California for the past four years since his return from Vienna where he spent two years with the Allied Council. He is thinking of entering private law practice in San Francisco after seven years with the Anti-trust Division of the Justice Department.

The President poses for the press with Frederick J. Lawton, '20, Director of the Bureau of the Budget over the analysis of our headache for 1933.
1940

Nicholas J. Chase, Law '40, has opened his new offices in the Wyatt Building, 14th and New York Aves., Washington 5, D. C. Aside from his extensive practice before the Federal Agencies and Courts, he manages to teach courses in Practice at Georgetown Law School.

Edward E. Robertson, F.S. '40, is now occupying his office suite at 428 White Building, Daily Mirror Building, Washington, D. C.

Sven A. Langmack, F.S. '40, is Treasurer of the Empire Plow Co. in Cleveland, Ohio.


Richard G. Fullam, College '43, has accepted the position of Assistant Attorney at the Department of Justice. He is known as a successful lawyer and is active in community affairs.

In the summer of 1941 we missed one Georgetown Ordination which I have now secured. It is that of Rev. Robert N. Boscum, College '43, ordained and stationed at the U. S. Naval Hospital, Portsmouth, Va.

Antony Passarelli, College '44, is the father of five children in Millburn, N. J. where he is a member of the police force.

Kathleen P. Fitzgerald, daughter of Dr. Richard P. Fitzgerald, Med. '44 and Mrs. Virginia Huc Fitzgerald, Nursing '43, was born in Harrisburg, Pa. on October 17.

Capt. Daniel M. O'Donoghue, F.S. '44, Law '47, has returned to the United States after service in Korea and is now stationed at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, in the Judge Advocate General's Department.

Richard J. Holland, College '44, is an attorney with law firm of Sherman, Sterling and Wright in New York City.

1941

John J. Buckley, College '41, well-known Georgetown athlete in the pre-war years, has been elected Mayor of Lawrence, Mass., for a two-year term. He is the second Georgetown alumnus to hold the office, as the late Daniel W. Mahony, Law '02, served as Mayor in 1922-23.

Alfred S. Bader, F.S. '41, has recently become associated with Alside Inc., Akron, Ohio, manufacturers of aluminum siding. He is executive assistant to the President in charge of the Washington Office.

Lt. Col. Edward G. Kurzziel, College '41, commands the 2nd Battalion of the 7th Marine Regiment now fighting in Korea. He reports that he had the pleasure of meeting Cardinal Spellman celebrate Mass at the front on Christmas.

After a year's leave of absence, James V. Castiglia, College '41, was born December 27th, the first boy in a family of six daughters.

1942

Dr. George A. Stapelos, Dent. '42, is now occupying his new office suite at the No. One Lincoln Road Building, Miami Beach, Fl.

Frederick R. Hanlon, College '42, Law '43, has accepted a position as Deputy Clerk of Court of the new United States Court of Military Appeals. Formerly he was Trial Attorney in the Transportation Section of the Department of Justice.

Morris Deane, Law '42, is in Paris as the Marshall Plan Special Advisor on Small Business. Previously he served with the ECA Mission in Greece.

1943

John L. Quigley, F.S. '43 and Miss Eugenia Marie Regan were married on September 20, 1943, in the Church of the Blest Sacrament, New Rochelle, N. Y.

Martin Swiec, F.S. '43, is Secretary to Congress John W. McCormack, Majority Leader of the U. S. House of Representa-

Thomas C. Curran, Jr., College '43, is married to the former Miss Barbara Kane, Manhattanville, '46 and is living in Old Greenwich, Conn.

Dr. John J. Quinn, Med. '43, is doing Internal Medicine with the Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound, Seattle, Wash. He has three children, Paul '69, Kathleen and Mark '72.

Madeline Behrendt, F.S. '43, writes "My wife Anne and myself were blessed with an eight pound girl on October 27, 1951 and contemplate registering my year-old son this coming Spring for the College. We don't want him to get caught without having the privilege of attending old Georgetown."


Richard G. Fullam, College '43, has left here for service in the Army, has since graduated from Medical School at St. Louis University and is stationed at Walter Reed General Hospital as a medical officer.

Dr. Robert B. Pender, College '43, with his wife and two small daughters has returned to his home in Utica, N. Y. to take over the surgical practice of his father.

William F. O'Donnell, III, College '43, Law '53, has passed the D. C. Bar and is working in the chambers and Court of Judge Matthew McGuire.

In the summer issue of 1943 we missed one Georgetown Ordination which we have now secured. It is that of Rev. Robert N. Bascum, College '43, ordained in the Cathedral of Camden, N. J. on May 19. His first Mass was celebrated at Blessed Sacrament Church, New Rochelle on May 20. Present were Revs. Charles J. Foley, S. J., Joseph A. Rock, S.J. and Robert Parsons, S.J. of the Georgetown Faculty, and classmate Rev. Leonard R. Toomey, College '43 and Rev. Henry J. Vier, College '45. Father Bascum is assigned to the Church of Christ the King, Haddonfield, N. J.

1944

Thomas M. Hurley, F.S. '44, is in Atlanta, Ga. as Southern Manager for Burt, Knipers and Mahoney, Inc., Publishers Representatives. Also in Atlanta is C. B. Brewer, F.S. '44, Southern District Manager for Gunson Homes, a United States Steel subsidiary.

Dr. Marvin Lillian, Med. '44, has started his second year as full-time Instructor in the Department of Internal Medicine at the Yale Medical School. He was married last June to Miss Miriam Feinberg of Davenport, Conn.

Dr. Louis Z. Faivre, College '44, Med. '47, entered the Navy Medical Corps last February and is stationed at the U. S. Naval Hospital, Portsmouth, Va.

Antony Passarelli, College '44, is the father of five children in Millburn, N. J. where he is a member of the police force.

Kathleen P. Fitzgerald, daughter of Dr. Richard P. Fitzgerald, Med. '44 and Mrs. Virginia Huc Fitzgerald, Nursing '43, was born in Harrisburg, Pa. on October 17.

Capt. Daniel M. O'Donoghue, F.S. '44, Law '47, has returned to the United States after service in Korea and is now stationed at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, in the Judge Advocate General's Department.

Richard J. Holland, College '44, is an attorney with law firm of Sherman, Sterling and Wright in New York City.

1945

Gerald McGuire, College '45, announces the birth of James Gardner McGuire, '45, on November 24. There are two other little McGuires, Jerry, Jr. and Ann. Papa is with the McCarthys of Parksville Co., and lives in Slingerlands, N. Y.

Jacob D. Horgen, Law '45 and Miss Betty Gene Spiegelberg were married on December 16 at the Hotel Plaza in New York City.

Dr. Louis J. Bell, Med. '45, is practicing General Medicine in Elizabeth, N. J. He and his wife, formerly Reena G. Helms, R.R., of Georgetown Hospital, have three children, Louise, 16, and Jennifer, 14.

Robert Sullivan, F.S. '45, Law '47, is practicing Law in Lebanon, Pa. in association with Ray G. Light, Law '14. Mrs. Sullivan is a Georgetown Nurse, the former Miss Lucille Biddle.

Dr. Eugene W. Beauchamp, Jr., College '45, received his M.D. degree from Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, in 1953. After a year's internship at St. Francis Hospital in Hartford, Conn., he is now a Resident in Surgery at Temple University Hospital in Philadelphia.

Dr. Michael J. Larkin, Med. '45, has completed three years of service at Galileo Memorial Hospital in Washington and has reopened his office in Trenton, N. J. for practice limited to Obstetrics and Gynecology.

Dr. Robert E. Price, College '45, is the father of a new daughter born in Georgetown Hospital on January 15.

1946

John C. Amott, F.S. '46, announces the birth of Teresa Louise on December 4 in La Paz, Bolivia, where John is serving as Second Secretary of the American Embassy.

George E. Siemens, College '46, received his Medical degree from Loyola University, Chicago, in 1950 and is interning in St. Louis. He recently brought his wife and four-month-old son to St. Louis and is studying at an internship at the University of Missouri. They were accompanied by classmate George Mahoney.

Capt. Robert F. Pirotzak, College '46, Med. '50, while enroute to Germany with troops of the 42nd Division, successfully performed an appendectomy while his transport the Gen. C. H. MAUR in the midst of a North Atlantic storm with mountainous, wind-whipped waves which made it necessary to strap down operating table and instruments.

Joseph D. Cru低端, College '46, reports the birth of "gorgeous" Rebecca Kelley Cru低端 last August. A candidate for a Ph.D. degree in Political Science, he has also been working as a governmental analyst for the City of Philadelphia and is
now doing Public Relations work for the city.

1947

JAMES T. REILLY, College '47 and Miss Doris June Coghlan were married on November 24 in Westfield, N. J. The bride is a Trinity Graduate of 1950.

JOSEPH E. MCGUINN, College '47, Law '50, who was formerly associated with the Claims Division of the Travelers Insurance Co., announces the opening of his office for the general practice of law at the State Mutual Building, 340 Main St., Worcester, Mass.

ROBERT F. MALONEY, College '47, and Miss Mary Jacques Keenan of Jackson Heights, N. Y., have announced their engagement.

DR. JAMES M. DOUGHERTY, College '47, Dent. '51, has opened his offices for the practice of Dentistry at 7310 New Hampshire Ave., Takoma Park, Md.

EMMETT L. SHEEHAN, Jr., College '47, Law '49, announces a new daughter, Kathleen Marie, born September 2. She is the first grandchild of Emmet Leo Sheehan, Law '21.

CAPT. RUSSELL W. RAMSEY, Grad. '47, is at SHAPE Headquarters in Wiesbaden, Germany.

JOHN J. SLATER, College '47 and JOHN J. HEID, College '48, are Seminarians studying at the Theological College at Catholic University. They are frequent visitors at Georgetown.

RICHARD M. KEENAN, College '47 and spectacular Yard Lieutenant, is doing trial work in Washington, D. C.

Dr. Francis J. Fabrizio, Dent. '35, President of the Georgetown University Club of Washington with Judge Luther W. Youngdahl, speaker at the Club's luncheon meeting, November 28.

Judge Youngdahl's subject was "Freedom or Else."

1948

ROBERT C. HEENEY, F.S. '48, Law '50, is doing trial work in Washington specializing in Negligence cases, but he assures us that he never turns away a case.

FRANCIS C. NAUCHEN, College '48, Law '51, who recently became a member of the Bar, District of Columbia, announces the opening of his offices for the general practice of law in association with Arthur F. Carroll, College '33, Law '37, in the Hibbs Building, Washington 5, D. C.

ARTHUR F. CARROLL, College '48, was married last August to Miss Lydia Fitzpatrick of New Rochelle, N. Y. They are living at the Scarsdale Manor Apartments, Scarsdale, N. Y.

The birth of a daughter, Kathleen Frances, on December 21 is announced by WILLIAM E. MCCULLOUGH, F.S. '48, in McAlester, Okla.

Three Grad. '48 Officers are stationed at SHAPE Headquarters, Wiesbaden, Germany, Lt. Col. ROBERT E. SHAFER, Lt. Col. HALSEY B. ACKER and Maj. WILLIAM S. REILLY.

Lt. Col. Francis E. O'Malley, Deut. '48, is serving with the 98th General Hospital in Germany. He reports that he is probably the youngest officer in that part of the world to suffer a coronary thrombosis from which he is happily recovering. He will return to the States soon.

KENNETH A. RIORDAN and JOHN KING, College '48, are both stationed at Griffis Air Force Base, Rome, N. Y., as First Lieutenants.

CHARLES P. LAIOLA, College '48 and Miss Marie Doria Manning, were married on February 2 at St. Charles Church, Arlington, Va. The ceremony was performed by Rev. Gerald F. Yates, S.J., Dean of the Graduate School.

STEPHEN W. CARROLL, Jr., College '48, is on active duty with the Navy as a Lieutenant, aboard a carrier in the Pacific. He is expected home in March.

DONALD L. MILLER, College '48, is in his last term at the University of Buffalo Law School.

JOHN A. BROGAN, III, F.S. '48, is a Salesman with the Cyclone Fence Co. in Arlington, Va.

DONALD F. McCONVILLE, F.S. '48, is on active duty at the Pentagon as a Navy Lieutenant.

1949

Marie Adrienne, '72, daughter of William Sucruh, F.S. '49, was born November 21.

Dr. ROBERT F. LEYEN, Med. '49, is stationed at the U. S. Air Force Dispensary, 105th Fighter Interceptor Squadron, Berry Field, Nashville, Tenn. A son, Robert '72, was born on September 29th.

NICHOLAS G. D'ECHEIKER, F.S. '49, is on the staff of the Eastman Kodak Company's European and Overseas Organization, presently acting as assistant to the Manager of the Milan, Italy, branch. He will be back in the United States in early 1953 and promises a visit to Alumni House.

CAPTAIN EDWARD N. KORN, Grad '49, writes from Saigon, Indo-China, "In the past several months I have not (1) seen the Cambodian Water Festival at Phnom Penh, (2) the ruins at Angkor Wat, (3) the old Imperial Palace at Hue, (4) the recent Franco-Vietnamese offensive at Hoa Binh. I have, however, had the opportunity to visit Manlia, Hong-Kong, Singapore, Bangkok, Hanoi, Haiphung and many lesser known places. Hope to do some sight-seeing in Cambodia and Laos soon. Here the business of being an Army Attache can be combined with quite a bit of sight-seeing to the detriment of neither. My address is Office of the Army Attache, Saigon, Indo-China, APO 74, c/o Postmaster, San Francisco, Cal. For the information of those who, I hope, are still my friends, a 6¢ U.S. Airmail postage stamp will do it."

GEORGE A. BRITZOLD, III, F.S. '49, is with the Rutherford Insurance Agency in Roanoke, Va., in the general insurance business. He is interested in forming an Alumni Club for Georgetown men in his part of the country.

COLONEL LEONARD SHAPIRO and LIEUT. COL. FRANK W. BEYFIELD, Grad. '49, are together at SHAPE Headquarters, Wiesbaden, Germany.

CHARLES J. MURNANE, College '49 and Miss Jean Maurer DeStefano were married in St. James Church, Albany, N. Y. on October 27.

LIEUT. WILLIAM M. MORROW, F.S. '49, has been transferred to EUCOM at Brem- erhaven, Germany.

FRANCIS P. CARRINO, F.S. '49, is in the Cotton Exchange in Dallas, Texas, working for a Cotton export house. He may be reached in care of Crespi and Company, 1103 Cotton Exchange Building.
Chinese bishops by Pope Pius XI in October, 1926. Francis is working in Los Angeles with the Farmers’ Insurance Group of which Thomas E. Leavay, Law ’22, is President and James W. Hughes, Law ’25, Executive Vice-President.

Richard T. Darby, College ’50, and Miss Terese Anne Walsh were married October 22 in North Easton, Mass. Dr. Harry Masi, Dent. ’50, is stationed with the Army in Germany attached to the 98th General Hospital in Frankfurt.

Benjamin P. Fishburne, Law ’50, is working in the Office of the General Counsel, Quartermaster General’s Office in Washington, specializing in patent law.

David M. Hutchinson, F.S. ’50, is expecting an early call to return to active duty in the Navy as a Lieutenant (J.C.).

John P. McCarthy, College ’50, is an Ensign in the Naval Reserve serving as ASW Officer aboard the U.S.S. Earle B. Hall (APD 107).

A check for dues recently arrived from PFC. Robert D. McCarver who is stationed at the Asaka Army Hospital, Osaka, Japan. He is a statistical clerk in the Registrar’s Office.


dma

1950

The last issue of the Alumni Magazine announced the marriage of Miss Kay Devins to Dan Deegan, College ’50. Somewhere our frailless editorial system slipped. The groom is really Charles Weis, College ’50. The magazine regrets the error and congratulates the happy couple.

James J. Lane, College ’50, became engaged to Miss Anne Vogt of Rochester, N. Y., on December 8.

Lewis R. Thompson, Jr., College ’50, is in his second year of Medical School at the University of Southern California. Last June he was married to Miss Rose Ann Gorman of Washington, D. C.

J. C. Grammar, Law ’50, reports the birth of Mary Kathryn, his second child, in Waterloo, Iowa on September 8.

Lawrence D. Perry, F.S. ’50, spent Christmas at the Valley Forge Army Hospital, Phoenixville, Pa., recuperating from an illness.

Dr. John J. Cardillo, Dent. ’50, recently became engaged to Miss Anne Louise Carillo of Huntington, L. I. The prospective engagement is in the U. S. Air Force. The wedding is planned for next May.

Another recent engagement is that of William M. Bradley, F.S. ’50, to Miss Margaret L. Rich of Pottsville, Pa.

William J. Egan, Jr., College ’50, and Miss Joan Webster McNamara of East Orange, N. J. have announced their engagement. The prospective groom is with the President Mutual Life Insurance Co., Newark, N. J.

Francis Shin-hao Shih, Grad. ’50, announces that his article on Confucius was published by the Catholic Truth Society of Hongkong and another article in Chinese was published in the Chinese Journal in New York on the occasion of the Silver Jubilee of the consecration of six native

Second Lieutenant William P. Blatty, USAF, College ’50, is studying Arabic at the Georgetown University Institute of Languages and Linguistics.

Edward W. Clary, College ’50, and Miss Barbara Anne Bailey of Silver Spring, Md., have announced their engagement. He is now at Officer Candidate School at Fort Sill, Okla.

Robert S. Knox, Grad. ’50, formerly an instructor in Government at Lafayette College, has become instructor in Political Science at New Jersey College for Women, Rutgers University.

1951


Dr. Richard H. Walsh, Dent. ’51, is practicing Dentistry in Bethesda, Md. He and Miss Julia Ann Ahearn were married on November 24. The bride’s father is Vincent P. Ahearn, Law ’26.


Dr. Carey T. Treviran, Dent. ’51, has opened his office for the practice of General Dentistry at 365 Park Ave., East Orange, N. J.

Carl A. Ten-Hoopen, Jr., F.S. ’51, is taking the sales training course in the Commercial Department of the United States Steel Corporation in Pittsburgh.

Lieutenant John Walter Rauber, USMCR, College ’51, son of Walter Rauber, ’21, was married on December 1 to Miss Mary Ellen Gerrity, daughter of Harry J. Gerrity, Law ’12. The wedding took place at St. Thomas the Apostle Church in Washington.

Richard P. Joyce, Grad. ’51, and Miss Ruth Bolick were married on November 24 at St. Matthews Cathedral in Washington.

Also in St. Matthews, Miss Pacita Pangangan and William F. DeMeyer, Grad. ’51, were married on November 22.

John J. McGovern, College ’51 and Miss Claire Reynolds, College ’51, were married on November 24 at the Co-Cathedral of Christ the King in Atlanta. The groom is a Second Lieutenant, Marine Corps Reserve, stationed at Quantico.

Roger J. Murphy, College ’51, is serving at the Cherry Point Barracks, N. C.

Francis J. Phial, College ’51, is handling sports publicity at the University. Jernstn McCarthy, College ’51, is a Lieutenant in the Air Force stationed at Godman Air Force Base, Fort Knox, Ky.

Daniel C. Daley, College ’51, has started the study of law at the University of Buffalo.

John C. Clark, College ’51, is on his way to Kara as a Lieutenant in the Air Force.

Cornelius F. Ryan, College ’51, who is now working for an Insurance firm in St. Louis will spend the week after Easter with Miss Anne Fenwick, a recent graduate of Georgetown Visitation Convent.

Richard C. Brock, F.S. ’51, has been promoted to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel in the United States Air Force. A rated Senior Pilot and Bombardier Col. Brock is presently assigned as Assistant Chief of the Special Projects Branch, Defense for Operations, for the Air Defense Command. His station is in Colorado Springs, Colo.
Spring is Ahead
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